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 Small world networks have been recognized for many years.  They have not, 

however, been extensively studied in sociological, economical, or behavioral settings.  

Brian Uzzi, a graduate student at Northwestern University’s Kellogg School of 

Management, and Jarrett Spiro, a graduate student at Stanford University’s Graduate 

School of Business, decided to change this.   

 The two men decided to study the influence of small world networks on the 

Broadway musical industry in their publication of “Small World Networks and 

Imagination: the Case of Broadway Musicals.”  They looked at many books laying out 

Broadway shows’ histories and financial statistics.  They used small world statistics and 

bipartite graphs to compare.  To set themselves apart from previously done (and briefly 

done) studies, they gathered rare “failure data;” data from shows that never made it to 

opening night.  This gave them less of a bias towards successful shows.   

 The paper began with much background information on small world networks.  It 

was not exactly easy for anyone to read; one must be at least slightly knowledgeable in 

the field of mathematics and graph theory.  They explained previously done studies and 

main definitions and theorems of small world networks.   

 Watts and Strogatz, two very influential mathematicians, were citied early on in 

the paper.  They defined small world networks as those with a level of clustering greater 

than that of a similar random network and those with path length approximately equal to 

that of a similar random network.   



 Next, the paper described a “Cradle of Creativity” as being the values of 

clustering that possess a productive balance of order and randomness.  This idea was not 

well explained, but was used to state that there was an optimum level of clustering that 

would increase system performance levels.    

 The experiment started by measuring the degree to which a network of artists 

conformed to a small world structure.  This meant figuring out the diameter and 

clustering coefficient of each network.  They then examined variation in this data, 

looking at how the small world might affect economic and artistic behaviors.  Once this 

was done, they had to analyze whether or not a small world structure actually influenced 

(enhancing or diminishing) the artistic output of a system as measured by Broadway 

critics.  They used thousands of reviews of shows to gather this data. 

 In the experiment there were two dependent variables: high reliability and 

longitudinal nature of shows.  These variables made the shows ideal for studying how 

small worlds affect performance.  The last group of data came from rare information 

from musicals that died in preproduction.  This avoided a bias of measuring only 

observed ties in the networks.   

 The paper mentioned Stanley Milgram’s study and theory of six degrees of 

separation.  One flaw was that they rather easily accepted this theory for truth when many 

graph theorists now know this is impossible to prove.  However, the gentleman built on 

this idea to create their paper.  They used a method similar to that of the game “six 

degrees of Kevin Bacon,” in which actors are given a “bacon number” associated with 

the path length of actors they have worked with between themselves and Kevin Bacon.  If 

an Actor A has worked with Actor B and B has worked with C and C has worked with 



Kevin Bacon, then an actor would have a bacon number of 3.  Kevin Bacon has a number 

of 0.   

 The paper also looked at global network properties consistent with Milgram’s 

hunches.  The average path length is a weighted average of how many steps necessary to 

go from one node to another.  The cluster coefficient is a fraction of actors connected to 

the same person and connected to each other (friends of friends are friends).  “For 

example, if a person is linked to seven other actors who have 14 connections between 

them, then the cluster coefficient is 14 divided by the total number of possible 

connections ((n[n-1])/2) or .667 (14/21) using a weighting factor for size of cluster.”  

This cluster coefficient is low in many bipartite networks, including the Broadway 

Industry.   

 Early in Broadways history, Jerome Robbins was a successful director of shows 

including West Side Story and Fiddler on the Roof.  He accredited much of his success 

and creative knowledge to the theatrical musical styles he inherited from George Abbott, 

a successful director her worked with for twenty years.  Looking at Robbins work and 

after working with him in nine musicals, Harold Prince was inspired to create bigger and 

better musicals.  This was a prime example of how a network of artists creates a more 

successful show.  This is a positive relationship between clustering and production 

success.  

 The results of the study found that small worlds benefit most from balance 

between creating enough order to initiate support and allowing randomness to inspire 

creativity.  An increasing degree in cluster coefficient indicated that artists work with 

those who are familiar to them; this decreases creativity and possibly hinders success.   



A decreasing degree in cluster coefficient allows for diversity and creativity in a 

production.  However, if either of these are taken to the extreme, a show risks failing; 

therefore a happy medium must be found.   

 474 musicals, from 1945 to 1989, were studied in this experiment. Artists were 

the nodes of the networks and the edges were the direct ties between them.  To be more 

accurate, ties that remained inactive for at least seven years were removed from the 

experiment; showing that links decayed over time.   

 The results were as follows:  the average path length is inversely related to 

financial success and the graph of the relationship forms an inverted U-shape.  The level 

of past success of a team positively affected financial success.  The size of a production 

was a positive influence in success as a larger budget and larger cast can widen appeal to 

the general public.  The path length between actors and structural equivalence of this did 

affect success of a production.  The density of a production team and the existence of 

repeat ties between actors had no effect on success.  These results show that balance 

between order and randomness is optimal for success.   

 The average number of team-level past performances had no effect on artistic 

success as measured by critical reviews.  Surprisingly, the number of ties had a negative 

effect on critical acclaim suggesting that teams with well-connected artists were judges 

more frequently and faced more pressure.   

 Graph theory was not the only math involved in the experiment.  The study 

involved a lot of statistics that were never mentioned in a graph theory class.  However, 

the basic ideas of graph theory were illustrated in something very much real world and 

easily accessible to the public.  Few graphs were given to illustrate data which was a 



major flaw in the paper.  Only one example was given and it was on a very small scale.  It 

would have been ideal to see a modern example of this networking in the paper, and then 

the reader could have understood more clearly.  Not having any concrete examples left a 

reader in the dark, unless they were very well apt in graph theory.  The authors did not 

even prove that these networks were small world by comparing them to random 

networks; if they did, this was not discussed or illustrated in the paper.  A graph of the 

network would have made the ideas easier to grasp.   

 These findings may or may not be ground breaking.  However, they can help 

producers decide how to gather a production team.  In the end, it is up to the people and 

the times to determine the success of a production. Either way, the show must go on.   


